Performing in the circle drive, Eli the Eagle celebrates his victory over
the William Chrisman bear during a skit at the annual Homecoming
event, Nest Fest on October 1. “For Key Club, we wanted to raise money
for United Way,” senior Madison Dobberstine said, “So I led Eli the
Eagle around in the cafeteria. He did some cool dances and tripped a
few times. Lots of people seem to enjoy him.” photo by Shelby Adkins
Positioned outside Eagle Avenue, the totem pole marks a spot where
students eat lunch and enjoy fresh air during Eagle Hour. “The American
Indian Club kids of the first graduating class helped me create it,” Visual
Arts teacher Chablis Brendel said. “It’s made out of wood and enamel
paint, cemented in place.” photo by Ariyauna Harris

Gifted Communication Arts I and II students sophomore Katharine
Moseley and freshmen Miranda Frankenbach and MacKenna
Franssens attend a field trip to the Nelson Atkins museum to analyze
pieces of art using technology. “It provided the opportunity to engage
in technological analysis of classic pieces and modern pieces of art in a
group context that also provided product based learning opportunity,”
ELA teacher Kimberly Brownlee said. “They examined the art and were
also given a tour by an educator there. The students filmed art and
activities to create a documentary that then they presented to their
groups.” photo by Kyler Young
During a passing period, students use their five free minutes period to
get from class to class and squeeze in some socializing. Traveling was
made more challenging than before due to the new addition, which
gave students even more options for getting from place to place. “As a
freshman,” freshman Dalton Kaiser said. “I find walking in the hallways
to be quite chaotic, but I don’t mind it being that way. I think it’s all right
because it’s unavoidable.” photo by Ianeda Hawley
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